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“normal”

“anomalous”

“Local” Excitation (LE)

Intramolecular Charge Transfer (ICT)

TDDFT resolved the long debate on ICT structure (neither “PICT” nor “TICT”),
and elucidated the mechanism of LE -- ICT reaction
Success in predicting ICT structure – How about CT energies ??

TDDFT typically severely underestimates long-range CT energies
Eg. Zincbacteriochlorin-Bacteriochlorin complex (light-harvesting in plants and
purple bacteria)
Dreuw & Head-Gordon, JACS 126 4007, (2004).

TDDFT predicts CT states energetically well below local fluorescing states.
Predicts CT quenching of the fluorescence.
! Not observed !
TDDFT error ~ 1.4eV

Why usual TDDFT approx’s fail for long-range chargetransfer:
First, we know what the exact energy for charge transfer at long range should be:
Ionization
energy of
donor

e
Electron
affinity of
acceptor

Now to analyse TDDFT, use single-pole approximation (SPA):

-As,2

-I1

But A2 = As,2 + Axc,2 .

Also, what about the -1/R?

Common approxs (GGA’s) underestimate I, but even if we had the exact
ground-state KS potential, how does the TDDFT xc kernel retrieve Axc,2
and -1/R??

How to get accurate CT from TDDFT?
Many attempts in the recent literature.
Most are motivated by the fact that CIS (and TDHF) get the correct 1/R
asymptote, but, having no correlation, absolute energies are off by ~1eV. So what
about a hybrid?
Pure TDDFT:

donor-acceptor
overlap 0
Hybrids with HF:

(1- cHF)
Non-zero correction to bare
KS energies

But, this asymptotically gives -cHF/R, not -1/R
So, look to other schemes…

Attempts to fix TDDFT for CT:
Eg. Dreuw, Weisman, & Head-Gordon, JCP (2003) – use CIS curve but shifted
vertically to match ΔSCF-DFT to account for correlation
Eg. Tawada, Tsuneda, S. Yanagisawa, T. Yanai, & K. Hirao, J. Chem. Phys.
(2004): “Range-separated” interaction in TDDFT matrix, with parameter µ

Short-ranged,
use GGA

Long-ranged, use
HF, gives -1/R

Eg. Vydrov, Heyd, Krukau, & Scuseria (2006), 3 parameter range-separated, SR/
LR decomposition…
Eg. Zhao & Truhlar (2006) M06-HF – empirical functional with 35 parameters!!!
Ensures -1/R.
Many unsettling aspects: empiricism, messed-up ground-state properties,
EXX integrals computationally expensive, but mostly:
we’d like to stay within pure TDDFT

Gritsenko & Baerends JCP (2004)
Neugebauer, Gritsenko & Baerends, JCP 2006.

~ exp(-const*R)

….

K <<1 empirical parameter, “switches
on” for vanishing φDφA overlap
Note: Near CT frequency, kernel
blows up exponentially with the
fragment separation, R

Interpolation with usual GGA/LDA
Apply only to the CT excitations. Asymptotic correction to ALDA switches on
when the orbital density overlap becomes small enough, as controlled by K

Eg. He--Be

Neugebauer, Gritsenko & Baerends, JCP 2006.

? Can we find a simple model to explicitly solve exactly for the EXACT xc
kernel and understand the origin of eg. the exp(cR) behavior better?
Try two-electron system – two “1-e atoms “ at large separation – we will find
strong frequency-dependence arising from static correlation.

How does exact TDDFT get CT right?
Simplest case: Electron-transfer between two one-electron species

Bare KS frequencies are those of the ground-state KS potential - this has a step:

The step lines up the HOMO’s

Zero KS energy for charge transfer ??!!

Whence the step in the ground-state potential?
Perdew (1985), Almbladh-von Barth (1985), Gritsenko & Baerends (1996)

The step renders the atomic HOMO’s degenerate in the KS system. Necessary
to prevent dissociation into fractionally charged species. Present between any
two open-shell species.

Eg: Two “Eckart atoms” in 1-d

Equalization of chemical potential: µ = - (smallest I in the system) KS
potential rises by ΔI as one moves from atom of lower I to that of higher I.
Another way to deduce the step: see next exercise!

Exercise!
Another way to deduce the step in the potential in the bonding region between two
open-shell fragments at large separation:
Take a model molecule consisting of two different “one-electron atoms”. The KS
ground-state is the doubly-occupied bonding orbital:

where

φ0(r)

and

n(r) = φ12(r) + φ22(r)

is the sum of the

atomic densities.
Insertφ0 into the KS equation, solving for vs, showing it must have a step of size
I2 –I1 between the atoms.

Important difference between (closed-shell) molecules composed of
HOMO delocalized over both
fragments

(i) open-shell fragments, and
(ii) those composed of closed-shell fragments.

HOMO localized on
one or other

 Revisit the previous analysis of CT problem for open-shell fragments:
Eg. apply SMA (or SPA)
to HOMOLUMO
transition
now zero !

q= bonding  antibonding
Now no longer zero –
substantial overlap on both
atoms. But still wrong.

Wait! Why is the HOMO-LUMO transition the relevant one for the CT
process anyway?
Can be seen by considering the KS wavefunctions as a basis in which to
diagonalize the true H (next slide…)

Extracting CT transitions from KS system
These three KS states are nearly degenerate:
separated by
tunnel
splittings ~ e-R

φ0 bonding
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φ0 antibonding
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The electron-electron interaction splits the degeneracy: Diagonalize true H

in this basis to get:
Heitler-London gs
CT states

where

atomic orbital on atom2 or 1

What is the approximate Axc like?
Becomes exact in the weakly interacting limit when the 3x3 basis becomes
isolated.
Example: electron affinity of 1 fermion in a 1-d δ-well, when fermions interact
via δ-fn repulsion:

weakly interacting

extracted from
Rosenthal, ‘71

matrix elt for CT between open-shells
Consider the contribution of the CT states to the true and KS response
functions; input into Dyson eqn; require true CT transitions emerge from a
dressed small-matrix approximation:

_
φ0φ0 - nonzero overlap

KS antibonding
transition freq,
goes like e-R

…
…
…

δ = (ω1 - ω2)/2

Interacting CT transition from 2 to 1,
(eg in the approx found earlier)

Note: strong non-adiabaticity!
(Important double-excitation to
antibonding LUMO)

Maitra, JCP (2005)

CT contributions to the response functions
KS density-density response function:

only single
excitations
contribute to
this sum

Finite overlap between occ. (bonding)
and unocc. (antibonding)
Vanishes with separation as e-R

Interacting response function:

Vanishing overlap between interacting wavefn on donor
and acceptor

Finite CT frequencies

Extract the xc kernel from:

How about higher excitations of the system? In fact:
-- Ubiquitous doubles – ubiquitous poles in fxc(ω)
-- Complicated form for kernel for accurate excited
molecular dissociation curves
-- Even just to reproduce accuracy of adiabatic TDDFT
for local excitations, need strong frequency-dependence.

Static correlation also haunts the higher excitations:
Doubles, doubles everywhere…
1

2

Exact

=

ω-dep fxc is essential..Poles, poles everywhere

χs

KS

+

But almost no approximate vs has the step, so is ω-dep.
relevant practically ??

Yes !
Static correlation is an important (and neglected) feature of LDA and GGA’s too:

Orbital energy

•

LiH in LDA

LUMO

HOMO
R

HOMO and LUMO become
degenerate as the molecule
dissociates

Orbital energy

LiH in LDA

LUMO

HOMO
R

HOMO and LUMO become
degenerate as the molecule
dissociates

• As the molecule dissociates into fractional charged species (Li+0.25 H-0.25 ), the
atomic potentials distort so as to align the highest levels of Li and H. The LiH
molecular HOMO and LUMO are both delocalized over both atoms.
 So, again, any single excitation φH  φa is near-degenerate with the double
(φH,φH)  (φa,φL)
 requiring again strongly frequency-dependent fxc for both local and CT
excitations.

Static Correlation haunts another (open) problem:
Conical Intersections:
Excited state becomes degenerate with ground – static correlation  ω-dep
kernels??
TDDFT either gets
the dimension of the
CI wrong,
Eg. linear H20
…or, dramatically
overestimates its
structure
Eg: H2 + H

Levine, Ko, Quenneville, Martinez, Mol. Phys. 104, 1039 (2006)
See also Ivano Tavernelli’s lecture and Mark Casida’s talk!

Summary
Long-range charge-transfer excitations are particularly challenging for TDDFT
approximations to model, due to vanishing overlap between the occupied and
unoccupied states.
Require exponential dependence of the kernel on fragment separation for
frequencies near the CT ones (Gritsenko & Baerends (2004)) .
Strong frequency-dependence in the exact xc kernel is needed to accurately
capture long-range charge-transfer excitations in a molecule composed of
open-shell species
Origin of complicated ω-structure of kernel is the step in the ground-state
potential – making the bare KS description a poor one. Static correlation.
Next steps:-- extend result to smaller (but still large) separations, to get a
useful, accurate description for dissociative charge-transfer processes.
-- derivation via MBPT à la Matteo, Robert ..?
Note also : general problem with non-overlapping occupied-unoccupied
transitions, even when no CT, discussed in Heiringer and Görling (Chem.
Phys. Lett. 2006)
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